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How much time you got?

Monica Huettl
@MonicaHuettl

Replying to @JenKirkman and 2 others

Why don’t you like Bernie?

5 3:03 PM - Sep 16, 2018

52 people are talking about this

Someone asked me to make my answer to this question an archive mega thread so

here we go.... #WhyINeverBerned

Prioritizing Civil Rights Over Privilege

Prioritizing Civil Rights Over Privilege - Wakelet
Unifying the Democratic Party's civil rights coalition against the unrepentant nihilism
of "Bernie or Bust".

http://wke.lt/w/s/PqMb9

When Racism Trumps Socialism

When Racism Trumps Socialism - Wakelet
The perennial race vs. class debate within American liberalism, and how it shapes
the identity of the Democratic Party in the Age of Obama.

http://wke.lt/w/s/4h8z6
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Musings on Buyers Remorse and the Unrealistic Expectations of the Far Left

Musings on Buyers Remorse and the Unrealistic Expectations of the F…
How disaffected liberals ignore the role unprecedented GOP obstruction played in
limiting the full realization of President Obama's agenda.

http://wke.lt/w/s/HGDSK

The Civil Rights Hero No One Ever Saw #WhyINeverBerned

The Civil Rights Hero No One Ever Saw - Wakelet
How Bernie Sanders is running on a record of civil rights advocacy that can only be
believed by people who were not actually there.

http://wke.lt/w/s/OZg39

Farewell to the Reagan Democrat Strategy #WhyINeverBerned

Farewell to the Reagan Democrat Strategy - Wakelet
How globalization, demographic change, fifty years of the Republican Southern
Strategy, and the success of the Obama presidency have rendered the Democrats'
tenuous courtship of the ever elusive …

http://wke.lt/w/s/TCWeQ
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How Bernie Sanders Lost the Obama Coalition and the Democratic Primary

#WhyINeverBerned

How Bernie Sanders Lost the Obama Coalition and the Democratic Pri…
A 6 month journey through his alienation of women and people of color; the very
heart and soul of a party he didn't know well enough to lead.

http://wke.lt/w/s/JKEJq

The Great White Hype: Adventures in Overinflated Egos and Election Season

Punditry

The Great White Hype: Adventures in Overinflated Egos and Election S…
How mostly White male talking heads on the left and right completely ignore the
asendency and power of the Democratic Party's inclusive and multifaceted base.

http://wke.lt/w/s/D2vJP

Disaffected by Choice, Too Selfish to Share #WhyINeverBerned

Disaffected by Choice, Too Selfish to Share - Wakelet
How the purity and privilege of the far left leave no room for unity or solidarity.

http://wke.lt/w/s/4BT9B

The Self-Induced Socioeconomic Anxiety of White Male Privilege
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#WhyINeverBerned

The Self-Induced Socioeconomic Anxiety of White Male Privilege - Wak…
Why the people screaming the loudest about their "economic anxiety" are the least
likely to accept any meaningful help.

http://wke.lt/w/s/PMfBD

Chivalry Isn’t Dead: How Bill Clinton Stood Up to the Bully for “His Girl” Hillary

#WhyINeverBerned

Chivalry Isn't Dead: How Bill Clinton Stood Up to the Bully for "His Girl…
A love letter to a *real* changemaker.

http://wke.lt/w/s/Xza2r

This one’s a classic:

Propane Jane™
@docrocktex26

Replying to @docrocktex26

Bernie Benedict Fucking Sanders

1,140 1:59 PM - Nov 9, 2016

434 people are talking about this

Offer still stands...

Propane Jane™
@docrocktex26

Replying to @docrocktex26

I double fucking dog dare you to make it through every last one 
of these truths and try to deny that Bernie and his Bros built 
this shit.

920 2:14 PM - Nov 9, 2016
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351 people are talking about this

In summation... #EvergreenTweet #WhyINeverBerned

Propane Jane™
@docrocktex26

Replying to @docrocktex26

Let me be clear: I don't support Bernie Benedict Fucking 
Sanders, and he doesn't support me. If you can't handle that, 
unfollow my account.

3,059 2:54 PM - Apr 21, 2017

801 people are talking about this
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